Liberal Studies Oversight Committee
10-30-06
Minutes

Attendees Present: Terry Michelsen, Peter Nieckarz, Brent Kinser, Tracy Zontek, Luther Jones, Windy Gordon, Brian Dinkelmeyer, Will Poynter, Beth Tyson-Lofquist and Kari Hensley

- Meeting Called To order
- Approval of 10/23 minutes-Approved
- Discussion of FY seminar proposal regarding “make-up” of credits:
  - There was a 4-4 vote on the proposal that students who received a grade of “U” (“Unsatisfactory”) would then have to make up the credit hours by taking another liberal studies course. The issue was tabled until the 11/6 meeting.
- Discussion of proposed changes to the text of the LS documents:
  - p.2- Approved after correction of statement after approval of Faculty Senate
  - p.3- Deletion accepted in reference to double-dipping
  - p.4- Change 3-6 to beyond 6, deletion acceptable
  - p.5- LS Committee->LSOC name variance, insert LS in front of Oversight Committee
  - p.7- When a student is not required to take…it is considered waived, ABC Unsatisfactory
- Freshman book assessment grant proposal (Windy, can you get us all e-copies?).
- Meeting Adjourned at 4:20 pm.